Endoscopy Solutions

Secure Handling with the Reliance™ Endoscope Transport System

DRIVING COMPLIANCE

Secure Handling with the Reliance™ Endoscope Transport System

One Integrated Approach to Healthcare.
Reliance Endoscope Transport System protects devices by diminishing exposure touchpoints - from point-of-use reprocessing to procedure transport, and every step along the way. Thoughtfully designed, this system’s individual components provide easy to use bags and bins - focused on staff & patient safety and compliance.

**Point of Use**
- **Space to Work** — Stainless steel top offers additional workspace for bedside cleaning and preparation
- **Scope Protection** — Leak and puncture proof* heavy-duty lids meet ANSI/AAMI ST58:2013
- **Smooth Loading** — Bins and cart rails designed for easy loading and unloading

**From Bedside to Reprocessing**
- **Know What’s Inside** — Easy identification of scope type and status
- **Proper Form** — Prevent improper coiling and scope damage with spacious bins that properly accommodate larger endoscopes
- **Squeaky Clean** — Stainless steel carts can be cleaned in cart washers
- **Maximized Capacity** — Room for up to six endoscopes
- **Smooth Rolling** — Prevent devices from jostling with medical-grade, locking casters and an ergonomically-designed handle

**From Reprocessing to Procedure**
- **Limit Contamination** — Ensure devices remain in their current state when you transport in sterilized bags
- **Resilient Packaging** — Tear-resistant bags for worry-free loading
- **Instantly Identify** — Simple color coding lets you know if scopes are ready to use

*Red biohazard labeled bags reinforce the need for scope reprocessing

Green means clean

*Under normal working conditions
Complete Endoscopy Solutions

Transportation is an important step in your process, but there is a need for a complete approach to combat infections and help meet guidelines.

Revital-Ox Bedside Complete™
An all-in-one pre-diluted enzymatic detergent and impregnated sponge designed for bedside pre-cleaning of flexible and rigid endoscopes, accessories and other medical devices.

PRE-KLENZ™ Soak Shield
Turn transport time into valuable cleaning time - with no manual effort. Effortlessly starts immediate cleaning to loosen and remove stubborn soils to ease reprocessing.

Reliance™ Endoscope Drying and Storage Cabinets
Efficiently store, dry and manage your scopes. Through HEPA filtered air, digital access and tracking, vertical storage, channel purging and premium construction meet or exceed all current standards and guidelines.

Reliance Endoscopy Transport System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>SKU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport System (Cart &amp; 6 Bins)</td>
<td>RETCART01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Bin</td>
<td>RETBIN01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Bags (Case of 200 sterile packs. Each pack contains one green bag and one red bag)</td>
<td>RETBAG01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information please contact your STERIS representative or visit www.steris.com/EndoscopeStorageandTransport

One Integrated Approach to Healthcare.